HOT•STOP®
With 2000° RADIANT HEAT RESISTANT Mylar Facing

IEP has developed a line of truly fireproof rope bags to compliment HT2 fireproof search line. HOT•STOP”L” rope bags are taken
to another level of performance with a multi layered Mylar film laminate; this metalized film will reflect 95% of the radiant heat it
is exposed to up to 2000°F. With a base fabric melting point of 2080°F and an outer film that can resist almost 100% radiant heat
up to 2000°F these bags are excellent bag for HT2 fireproof search line as well as standard search lines and life safety rope.
These bags are ideal for structural and wild land firefighting and can withstand long term elevated radiant heat along with direct
flame contact

The HOT•STOP fireproof rope bags are available in sizes suitable for
large area search operations. The JC300 bag holds 250’ of 3/8” HT2 in
the center compartment when hand packed, even more line can be
loaded when using the HT2 rope reel. This bag is ideal for large area
search operations as well as RIT work. This bag is highly customized
with features that make it ideal for primary search while filling the needs
of RIT teams.
2 side pockets hold 25’ of 3/8” HT2 as well as other optional tools. The
pockets are large enough to hold the additional 25’ tag line along with
typical RIT equipment as shown with the bag.
The JC300 bag top opening is large enough to allow direction knots to
be used, one large 5/8” grommet is installed in the bottom of bag
allowing additional HT2 lines to be attached. The handle is composite of
nylon webbing with a core of fireproof HOT•STOP® woven tape.
LAS Model JC300 – 10” diameter x 12” high

The traditional style HOT•STOP® Large Area
Search Bag is manufactured using the same
fireproof HOT•STOP “L” with Mylar facing and
assembly components as the JC300 but is
smaller in size and similar in shape to traditional
large area rope bags departments are currently
using. The HS200 can be packed with 200’ of
3/8” HT2 and 250’ of ¼” HT2.
The HS200 bag is designed with a double flap
top with hook and loop closure and two
oversized brass grommet to ensure a smooth
payout of HT2. The HS200 bag is 6” x 6” x 10”,
standard bags are not supplied with side
pockets. Custom bags can be ordered to
included 1, 2 & 3 side pockets to bags as
required.
LAS Model HS200 – 6” x 6” x 10”
Manufactured by:
Industrial Energy Products, Inc.
1200 Corporate Blvd.
Lancaster, PA 17601 www.iepfire.com
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